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The Alumni Executive’s
Vantage Point (1)

• How can we use new tools to help
us succeed in Alumni Relations?

• Tracking trends
• Thinking strategically



The Alumni Executive’s
Vantage Point (2)

• Trends for users (alumni)
– Web tools; Networks; Ubiquitous computing &

mobile access; User-generated content
• Trends for AR professionals

– Directories; Email marketing; User-generated
content; Convergence

• Strategy
– Partnerships with campus units with the goal of

integrating our use of electronic tools



Using New Tools (1)

• The session title is a placeholder for a
concept (“using new tools”)

• Blogs, podcasts, online communities & social
networks represent whatever technology
happens to be popular now

• We cannot predict what the next technologies
might be or what will be popular in a year

• Rather, we should build a framework for
handling them when they arrive - whatever
they might be



Using New Tools (2)

• We should think about the possible future of
the landscape

– “What will happen to the software vendors?”
–  “What will people look for on our sites?”
–  “How should I structure my staff & budget to

satisfy alumni needs & be relevant?”
–  “How much do I need to know about new

technologies?”



Staffing and Budget (1)

• Who does what? Who has expertise?
–In house
–Centralized (on campus)
–Vendors
–Pros and cons for all



Points to Take Away (1)

• There's no wrong way to do these things.
– It's all new
– Doing anything will help you get your feet wet and

will show alumni you're up to date with tools,
methods and ideas

• Create a communications strategy for your
association. Integrate, or prepare to lead

– Do Development and PR have strategies?
– If they do: do they include alumni at large?



Points to Take Away (2)

• How do we know if we're succeeding?
• Metrics to use for progress and success

–Online assessment (like ARAMP)
–Internal points tracking
–“Net promoter” index
–Cost x Impact matrix
–Alumni awareness; attitude; behavior



Resources

• Fear and Loathing in Web 2.0
– http://tinyurl.com/3djt36

• Canadian Council ‘07 (Marie Earl et al.)
–        http://tinyurl.com/36u7ah

• Caltech Alumni Association
– http://alumni.caltech.edu

• Alumni Futures blog for AR professionals
– http://www.alumnifutures.com
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Choosing an online
community vendor

Decision factors
• Features
• Support
• Costs
• Other variables



Choosing an online
community vendor

Features
• Features you want/need
• Features your alumni want/need



Choosing an online
community vendor

Support
• Client (you) support
• User (alumni) support



Choosing an online
community vendor

Costs
• Upfront
• Design
• Support
• Annual Maintenance
• Additional features/upgrades



Choosing an online
community vendor

Other variables
• Implementation time
• Security
• Band-width
• Vendor issues
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MySpace + YouTube = iamfresnostate!



“Zits”
King Features Comics



The Wall Street Journal

Highlights that Highlights that ““blogsblogs and social- and social-
networking sites are innovative means tonetworking sites are innovative means to
push and fund favorite causes.push and fund favorite causes.””

““A New Generation Reinvents PhilanthropyA New Generation Reinvents Philanthropy””
Aug. 21, 2007Aug. 21, 2007









Conclusion, Conversation,
Comments, and Questions.


